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ABSTRACT 

A general solution of the backword equation occurring in the 

Ornstein- Uhlenbeck diffusion process is obtained. 

J. INTRODUCTION 

In this note, we present a general solution of the backward equation 

(3, p. 155, (20)): 

oU o2U (JU 
(I 1) - =- - X - (- oo < X 4 oo), ct ax2 ax 
which uniquely determines the behaviour of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

( 0- U) diffusion process.· As a praticular case of our solution (2.4) 

below, we obtain theJoUowing elementary solution given by ~arlin 

and McGregor (2, p. 170J: 

. oo I 
(1.2) p(t;x,y) = t "I 2n+I , e-ntH,, (x/v2) Hn(YfV2), 

n~O Tl: n 

where Hn(X} denotes the Hermite polynomial of degree n in x. 

The backward equation (1.1) also occurs in the study of the limiting 

behaviour of the many-server queue (3, PP• 154-155). 

2. THE SOLUTION. OF THE BACKWARD PARTIAL DJFFE• 
RENTIAL EQUATION. 

Let us assume that (1. l) bas a solution of the form: 
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(2.1) u(x,t) = e-nt y(x/¥2), n=O,J,2, .... 

The substitution of (2.1) into ( 1.1) yields the differential equation: 

(2.2) y"(x/"12) - ¥2 xy' (x1 "12) + 2ny'x/if2) = 0, 

which is Hermite's equation (3, p. 541 (231] with solution y= H,.(x/"121. 

Hence we conclude that to eacb eigenvalue given by (2.2). there 

corresponds tbe solution of ( 1.1 ), called an eigenfunction or eigenstate 

given by 

(2.3) Un = e-nt Hn(x/¥2), n=0,1,2, ... , 

On using the principle of snperposition, the solutidn of (1.1') takes 

the form: 

QO 

(2.4) u(x,t) = ~ Cn e-11'H11(x/if2J. 
"""o 

Putting t=O in (2.4) we have 

O<) 

(2.5) u(x,0) = I: Cn H,.(x/2). 
n=O 

· 'Muh1fpJ;yt;ng: bothi sideit· of/(i~.5)' by e-x
2f2 H:,,.fx/v2)iand integra

tirtg· with' respect to· x from -oo ttf• oo, and' using the oi:tnonality 

property of the Hermite polynomials 13, p. 54, (l7)) after s'etlihg 

x/¥2 for x. we obtain the Fourier~Hermite. coefficients: 

l [(."<;) -x2/2 . 
(2.6) C,. == .2Hii!t2;cll/2 j.-.c! H~(x/if2)u(x) dx .•. 

3. THE l>ARTJQULAR SOLUTION 

In (2.6), putting 

v2f4 e· 
tl(X) - 2t2rc)l /Z i.11 

ex2/4+ iyx/2, 
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and using the following integral [I, p. 174, 7 (a)] (with t=x/'12 and 
X= yj..f2) : 

(3 1 Joo ->..2/4 + iyx/2 ~ ·n -y2/4 ;·rz .l) (2n)l/2 _

00

e Hn (x/.Y~1 d:\=V2l e Hri(Y v ) 

we get 

(3.2) Cn= _l ---- f!,.(y12). 

Subtituting the value of C,, from (3.2) into (2.4), we obtain the 

elementary solution (1,2) given by Karlin and McGregor. 

Remark I. On evaluating the iutegrnl iu (2.5> for a particular value 

of u(x), the values of Co C1.C2, ... for that value of u(x) can be obtained. 

This exercise may be useful for computation. 

Remark 2. In a future communication we propose to obtain the 

values of the Fourier- Hermite codficie.ots Cn for u(x,O) as Meijer's 

U-function [J, pp. 37-39], which is a generalization of almost all 

special function appearing in applied mathematics, physical sciences, 

and statistics. 
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